[Regional deprivation and mortality in Bavaria. Development of a community-based index of multiple deprivation].
Deprivation indices are valuable instruments for the analysis of regional effects on health. They may also be used as a surrogate when individual socioeconomic data are not available. These regional deprivation indices are integral parts of the public health discussion in the United Kingdom. In Germany, however, the discussion on this topic has just begun. Our aim was to develop a small-area based, multidimensional Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) for Germany, based on an established British method. We chose the German state of Bavaria with its n=2 056 communities as a model region. We used official sociodemographic, socioeconomic and environmental data and created a Bavarian Index of Multiple Deprivation (BIMD). In order to test the applicability of the BIMD in epidemiological analyses we then performed a correlation analysis (Spearman's correlation coefficient) as well as a Poisson regression using data on premature mortality (< 65 years) and on total mortality (all age groups). The correlation analysis showed a positive and significant association between regional deprivation and mortality. The Poisson regression showed a clear gradient, i. e., we found a stepwise increase of mortality risk with increasing regional deprivation. Compared with communities in the lowest deprivation quintile, communities in the highest deprivation quintile showed a clearly higher mortality risk, both for premature mortality [RR 1.49 (95% CI: 1.42 - 1.57)] and for total mortality [RR 1.21 (95% CI: 1.18 - 1.25)]. Using this new index, we could demonstrate for communities in Bavaria that higher regional deprivation is associated with higher mortality. This Index of Multiple Deprivation is a new and potentially useful tool for epidemiological and public health related studies in Germany.